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Abstract Noticeable improvements on the ice cloud modeling capabilities of the Community Radiative
Transfer Model (CRTM) are reported, which are based on the most recent advances in understanding ice
cloud microphysical (particularly, ice particle habit/shape characteristics) and optical properties. The new
CRTM ice cloud model is derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
collection 6 ice cloud habit model, which represents ice particles as severely roughened hexagonal ice
column aggregates with a gamma size distribution. The single-scattering properties of the new ice particle
model are derived from a state-of-the-art ice optical property library and are constructed as look-up tables for
rapid CRTM computations. Various sensitivity studies concerning instrument-specific applications and
simulations are performed to validate CRTM against satellite observations. In particular, radiances in a
spectral region covering the infrared wavelengths are simulated. Comparisons of brightness temperatures
between CRTM simulations and observations (from MODIS, the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder, and the
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit) show that the new ice cloud optical property look-up table
substantially enhances the performance of the CRTM under ice cloud conditions.

1. Introduction

Ice clouds covering vast areas over the globe play an important role in the atmospheric radiative transfer pro-
cesses and climate system [Liou, 1986; Lynch et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2015] due to scattering and absorption of
shortwave and longwave radiation by ice particles. For accurate remote sensing retrievals and radiative
impact assessment, radiative transfer models must accurately represent ice clouds and their radiative effects,
a task that is quite challenging due to the complex nature of ice cloud properties. The nonspherical charac-
teristic habits [Heymsfield et al., 2013; Schmitt and Heymsfield, 2007; Ulanowski et al., 2006], various degrees of
surface roughness [Ulanowski et al., 2006, 2012], and wide ranges of sizes of ice particles make it difficult to
compute the optical properties of ice crystals. In particular, it is critical to define a specific ice cloud particle
habit model for use in the radiative transfer model.

Realistic atmospheric ice crystals are so complicated in terms of their morphologies, and it is inevitable to
define the particle geometries with simplifications in theoretical studies. In this line, various kinds of ice cloud
particle models from simple to quite complicated particle habits have been reported, for example, to name a
few, by Macke et al. [1996], Baran et al. [2014], Baum et al. [2005, 2011], Yang et al. [2003], Zhang et al. [2004],
and Um and McFarquhar [2007, 2009]. The most widely used ice particle model is a smooth-surface single
hexagonal column [Takano and Liou, 1989]. In particular, such an ice model (and some further improvements,
i.e., consideration of surface roughness) has been used in a wide range of studies in radiative transfer models
[Fu and Liou, 1993; Fu, 1996] and general circulation models [Ebert and Curry, 1992; Mitchell et al., 1996; van
Diedenhoven et al., 2014]. More complicated ice models such as ice habit mixture and ice aggregate models
[McFarquhar et al., 2002; Nasiri et al., 2002] that account for ice particle surface roughness features are imple-
mented in ice cloud remote sensing applications, for instance, the general habit mixture model [Baum et al.,
2011] and the two-habit model [Liu et al., 2014]. Yi et al. [2013] confirm that these ice habit mixture models
give improved performance in ice cloud radiative forcing simulations with broadband radiative transfer mod-
els. Although theoretically defined aggregate morphologies may not resemble observed ice crystals, an
aggregate model could be an optimal representation of an ensemble of ice particles in terms of their optical
properties for practical applications. An appropriate ice aggregate model does not necessarily physically
resemble observed ice crystal shapes. In particular, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) collection 5 (MC5) assumes an ice habit mixture model for ice cloud property retrievals [Baum
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et al., 2005]. The current version of the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM) also uses MC5 as the
default ice model for ice cloud condition simulations [Ding et al., 2011]. However, MC5 produces inconsistent
retrievals in visible and infrared channels. As the MODIS collection 6 (MC6) operational retrievals introduce a
new severely roughened hexagonal column aggregate ice model [Platnick et al., 2015] that resembles natural
ice cloud particles to some extent, in this study we implement the MC6 ice cloud model and perform sensi-
tivity studies toward validating the MC6 model within the CRTM framework.

In the microwave region, the size of ice cloud particle is relatively small compared with the wavelength.
Rayleigh scattering approximation could be used below some selected particle size and frequency thresholds
[Schneider and Stephens, 1995]. Various computational methods, including the finite difference time domain
method [e.g., Yee, 1966; Yang and Liou, 1996b], the discrete dipole approximation [e.g., Yurkin et al., 2007],
and the T-matrix method [e.g.,Mishchenko and Travis, 1998], have been employed to calculate the microwave
single-scattering properties of nonspherical ice particles. As with visible and infrared wavelengths, different
ice particle models are used in the microwave region [Evans and Stephens, 1995; Evans et al., 1998; Hong,
2007a, 2007b; Liu, 2008; Hong et al., 2009]. In the present CRTM, the microwave ice scattering properties
are not based on MC5 but are derived from the Lorenz-Mie theory by assuming spherical ice particles.
However, to be consistent with the visible and infrared region, in this study we also extend the implementa-
tion of the MC6 ice particle model to the microwave region.

Although the present CRTM does not consider polarization, the doubling-adding radiative transfer solver
in CRTM [Liu and Weng, 2006] is able to include polarization by expanding to vector radiative transfer.
While polarization is important even for radiance simulations involving ice clouds [Yi et al., 2014a], this
study only discusses unpolarized results. In addition, a set of consistent ice cloud optical properties
including complete polarization properties are provided for future developments and improvements
of CRTM.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the new MC6-based ice cloud model, calculation of
the relevant optical properties, and the updated CRTM. Section 3 compares the simulations based on the
CRTM against observations by multiple satellite sensors. The conclusions of this study are given in
section 4.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Model and Data Used

The CRTM is developed and maintained by the U.S. Joint Center for Satellite Data Assimilation to support
simulation of radiances (and Jacobians) at the top of the atmosphere for various satellite sensors focusing
on different spectral channels in the visible to microwave region [Han et al., 2006]. The CRTM considers six
types of clouds: water cloud, ice cloud, rain cloud, snow cloud, graupel cloud, and hail cloud. This study
focuses on ice cloud optical properties using CRTM version 2.1.3 which, as stated above, adopts MC5 as a
default ice model.

Satellite ice cloud retrieval products from the operational Aqua MODIS collections 5.1 and 6 data set are
employed to support the validation of the CRTM-simulated brightness temperatures against observations.
Aqua MODIS level 2 ice cloud optical property retrieval products (“MYD06_L2”) include ice water path, cloud
particle effective radius [Platnick et al., 2003], and cloud top pressure [Menzel et al., 2008]. The cloud phase
product (“Cloud_Phase_Optical_Properties”) is used to discriminate clear-sky, ice cloud, and water cloud con-
ditions [King et al., 2010]. Also needed are the source-viewing geometries (solar zenith angle, satellite viewing
zenith angle, etc.) and the surface temperature. Modern-era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications reanalysis atmospheric profiles [Rienecker et al., 2011] are collocated temporally and spatially
to each ice cloud pixel to provide basic meteorological parameters such as pressure, temperature, water
vapor, and trace gases.

Simultaneous measurements of brightness temperatures from various channels of MODIS and Advanced
Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) instruments on board the Aqua satellite are collocated with the
MODIS ice cloudy pixels. Hyperspectral brightness temperature observations from the Atmospheric
Infrared Sounder (AIRS) are also collocated. These observations are used to validate implementation of the
new MC6 ice cloud property look-up table (LUT) in the visible, infrared, and microwave regions.
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2.2. Ice Particle Model

The current CRTM default (MC5) [Ding et al., 2011] ice habit model is composed of six ice habits including
droxtals, bullet rosettes, hexagonal plates, hollow/solid columns, and aggregates, with the ice habit fractions
changing with ice particle size. In the present study, we update the CRTM ice cloud model to use the MC6
counterpart, which represents ice particles in terms of severely roughened hexagonal ice column aggregates
following the analytical gamma size distribution. The surface roughness of ice particle is achieved by ran-
domly distorting the particle surface slope using a σ parameter, whose physical meaning can be found in
Yang and Liou [1998]. The σ parameter with a value of 0.5 denotes that the ice particles are severely rough-
ened [Yang et al., 2013; Yi et al., 2013]. The single-scattering properties corresponding to this severely rough-
ened hexagonal ice column aggregate model are directly derived from a comprehensive library of ice optical
properties [Yang et al., 2013], containing nine frequently observed ice habits and with explicit consideration
of ice particle surface roughness. The database is calculated with the use of the discrete dipole approximation
[Yurkin et al., 2007] for small particles and the improved geometric optics method [Yang and Liou, 1996a; Bi
et al., 2009; Bi et al., 2014] for large particles. The ice optical properties in the microwave spectrum are new
additions to the 2013 database computed by using the invariant imbedding T-matrix method [Bi et al.,
2013; Bi and Yang, 2014]. We examine the differences in ice optical properties in the microwave region at
two temperatures (160 K and 230 K) because previous studies found considerable dependency of ice optical
constants on temperature [e.g., Iwabuchi and Yang, 2011].

The gamma size distribution is used for ice cloud in the form

n rð Þ ¼ N0r
μexp �Λrð Þ ¼ N0r

1�3υeffð Þ=υeff exp � r
reffυeff

� �
; (1)

where N0 is the intercept, μ is the shape parameter, Λ is the slope parameter, r is the maximum dimension of
individual particle, reff is the effective radius, and υeff is the effective variance (=0.1). The effective radius [Foot,
1988] is defined as

reff ¼ 3
4

∫
rmax

rmin
V rð Þn rð Þdr

∫
rmax

rmin
A rð Þn rð Þdr

; (2)

where V and A are the volume and projected area and rmin and rmax are the minimum and maximum sizes of
the ice particles.

The method to derive the spectral bulk scattering properties of ice cloud is the same as employed in Yi et al.
[2013, 2014b]. The scattering properties are calculated accurately using the MC6 ice model and, for rapid
computation, are organized in the CRTM using the same LUT format as in the current default (MC5) ice model.
Specifically, the ice cloud LUT in the visible and infrared region contains 61 wave numbers spanning from 200
to 37037.04 cm�1 and 10 effective radii from 2 to 100μm, while the microwave region covers 31 frequencies
from 1.4 to 190.31 GHz and 10 effective radii from 5 to 1500μm. Because the same ice properties are used for
other ice phase hydrometeors with large sizes (e.g., graupel) in the microwave region, the range of effective
radii is wider in the microwave region than that in the visible and infrared region.

Figure 1 compares the ice cloud bulk scattering properties between the MC6 and the CRTM default (MC5) ice
cloud models. The single-scattering albedo, mass extinction coefficient, and asymmetry factor are plotted as
functions of the effective radius and wavelength. Themass extinction coefficient shows a rapid decrease with
increasing effective radius when the wavelength is smaller than 10μm (Figure 1a). However, the MC6 minus
MC5 differences in mass extinction coefficient are minimal except at wavelengths around 3μm, where the
difference can be as large as�0.7m2 g�1 (Figure 1d). The single-scattering albedo also shows apparent nega-
tive differences at wavelengths around 3μm (Figures 1b and 1e). At wavelengths shorter than 3μm, the
single-scattering albedo approaches 1 with little MC6 minus MC5 difference. For wavelengths larger than
3μm, positive differences in single-scattering albedo are found at small effective radii. Generally speaking,
the largest differences are noted in the asymmetry factor, where MC6 has an almost constant asymmetry fac-
tor around 0.75 in the visible spectrum, while MC5 has an increasing asymmetry factor as the effective radius
increases (Figures 1c and 1f). At infrared wavelengths, the asymmetry factor approaches 1, especially for large
effective radii. Significantly large positive differences (>0.2) are found when the wavelength is larger than
10μmand the effective radius is smaller than 10μm. Overall, the change in ice particle model induces various
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impacts on the optical properties at the visible and infrared spectra. The differences in ice scattering proper-
ties between MC5 and MC6 at certain wavelengths (i.e., 3μm) may be partially attributed to the different ice
refractive indices used in MC5 [Warren, 1984] and MC6 [Warren and Brandt, 2008] ice models.

Similarly, the mass extinction coefficient, single-scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor as functions of the
effective radius and frequency in the microwave region are shown in Figures 2a–2c. Note that the MC6 ice
optical property LUTs in microwave region have been constructed under different temperatures. The MC6
mass extinction coefficient (Figure 2a) has a peak region at high frequencies (>150GHz) and large effective
radii (300–700μm). In the microwave region (in particular, for >50GHz), the ice single-scattering albedo
(Figure 2b) has stronger sensitivity to the particle size. For ice particles with effective radii lower than
20μm, the single-scattering albedo is lower than 0.3, but by about 40μm, rapidly increases 0.9. The low-
frequency cases (<50GHz) show a more complicated relation between the single-scattering albedo and
the effective radius. The asymmetry factor (Figure 2c), similar to Figure 2a, has a peak value at some large
effective radius but with the peak frequency region becoming noticeable between 50 and 100GHz.

Also illustrated are the corresponding differences between CRTM default and MC6 ice optical properties at
160 K (Figures 2d–2f), as well as the differences between MC6 ice properties at 160 K and those at 230 K
(Figures 2g–2i). It is evident that the MC6 and MC5 ice optical properties are quite different only in limited
larger particle size ranges. The largest differences in the mass extinction coefficient (Figure 2d) are found
for effective radii larger than 100μm and for frequencies higher than 50GHz. Differences in the single-
scattering albedo (Figure 2e) are large at lower frequencies (<50GHz) when effective radius is large
(>200μm), and a positive difference of about 0.4 remains around 30μm for higher frequencies (>50GHz).

Figure 1. Comparison of bulk optical properties between the new ice cloud model (MC6) and the default (MC5) CRTM ice
cloud in the visible and infrared region: (a) mass extinction coefficient, (b) single-scattering albedo, (c) asymmetry factor,
and (d–f) the corresponding MC6 minus MC5 differences of Figures 1a–1c.
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The asymmetry factor difference (Figure 2f) is largest at effective radii varying from 1000μm to 100μm as the
frequency increases.

Figures 2g–2i also show that the MC6 microwave ice optical properties are sensitive to temperature only in
limited particle size ranges. In particular, with large particles at a cold temperature (160 K), the mass extinc-
tion coefficient is slightly smaller and the asymmetry factor is slightly larger than at 230 K. However, the
single-scattering albedo is up to 0.2 larger at 160 K than at 230 K for moderate effective radii (30μm to
60μm). These results clearly show the complex dependencies of microwave ice cloud optical properties on
temperature, size, and frequency.

Figure 3 shows all MC6 scattering phasematrix components for ice particles with effective radius of 800μmat
10.7 GHz and 89GHz frequencies. The scattering phase function (P11), or the light scattering intensity at dif-
ferent scattering angles, typically has a large peak in the forward direction, indicating that forward scattering
is much stronger than side and back scattering. However, the phase function at 10.7 GHz is almost constant at
all scattering angles. This feature agrees with the fact that asymmetry factor at this size and frequency is close
to 0 (see Figure 2c). For ice crystals at this size, the forward scattering peak at 89GHz is about 1 order of mag-
nitude larger than at 10.7 GHz. The other components of the scattering phase matrix are not used in this
study but are provided for future development and applications of CRTM involving polarization.
Temperature does not have a substantial impact on the scattering phase matrices at these two frequencies.

The ice cloud optical property LUT for the CRTM also contains Legendre expansions of the scattering phase
function with 4, 6, 8, and 16 streams to meet different accuracies required when using the model. This is done
by employing the δ-fit method [Hu et al., 2000] to truncate the strong forward scattering peak and to reduce
the number of terms needed to represent the phase function. After truncation, the optical thickness and the
single-scattering albedo should be adjusted accordingly as described in Yi et al. [2014b].

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Narrowband Simulation

Validation of a realistic case is made by comparison with observations from MODIS instrument on board the
Aqua satellite. Specifically, a granule from the Aqua MODIS observation at 08:00 UTC 18 October 2013 over

Figure 2. Comparison of bulk optical properties between the new MC6 ice cloud model and the CRTM default spherical ice cloud in the microwave region: (a) mass
extinction coefficient, (b) single-scattering albedo, (c) asymmetry factor, (d–f) the corresponding MC6 minus CRTM differences of Figures 2a–2c, and (g–i) the cor-
responding MC6 at 160 K minus at 230 K differences of Figures 2a–2c.
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the Indian Ocean that is predominantly covered by ice clouds is selected. We use the MODIS level 2 cloud
phase product to select ice cloud pixels and then extract single-layer ice cloud pixels using the multilayer
cloud flag. The single-layer ice cloud property retrievals (i.e., cloud top pressure, cloud effective radius, cloud
optical depth, and ice water path) from MC6 are shown in Figure 4. Ice clouds are very complicated; in that,
they have very different optical thicknesses with wide ranges of particle sizes at various height levels. The ice
cloud top pressure ranges from 100 to 400 hPa, and the effective radius ranges from about 10 to 60μm. For
example, ice clouds near the edge of the cloud layer to the south of the equator (around 2°S, 80°E) have rela-
tively lower cloud tops and smaller cloud particle effective radii. The cloud height, effective particle size, and
optical thickness all have considerable impacts on the cloud radiance simulations. Due to the large number of
ice cloud pixels within the MODIS granule, we only select a 10° × 10° domain from 5°S to 5°N and 75°E to 85°E
(red box in Figure 4d) for detailed validation. This small region features some optically thick ice clouds at the
center and in the northeast quadrant, some large particle effective radius ice clouds in the southwest quad-
rant, and a mixture of scattered high and low ice cloud tops. These well represent the intricacy of ice clouds,
so a larger-scale intercomparison is not likely to show substantially different results.

Here we perform validation with the operational MODIS cloud retrievals from collection 6 or collection 5 as
inputs and use the CRTM with either the MC6 or MC5 LUT to simulate brightness temperatures (BTs) in
selected MODIS bands. Comparison with observations validates both the realism of the ice cloud model
(assessed next) and the accuracy of the operational MODIS retrievals (assessed by a simple sensitivity analysis
at the end of this section).

Figure 5 compares the observed and simulated brightness temperatures from MODIS channels 29 (8.55μm)
and 32 (12.02μm) with the default MC5 and new MC6 ice optical property LUTs over the 10° × 10° domain
region. It is evident that MC6 remarkably improves the ice cloud simulation capability of CRTM. The MC6
simulations capture the observed feature that bands at longer wavelengths (i.e., band 32) generally have
lower BTs than those at shorter wavelengths (i.e., band 29; figures not shown). In the areas with thin ice
clouds and low cloud tops, such as the southeast quadrant of the domain, the BTs can be as high as 280 K,
while the thick ice clouds with high cloud tops can have BTs as low as 200 K. The MC5-simulated BTs are
apparently lower than the observations overall. Although considerably improved, the MC6 BTs still have a

Figure 3. Scattering phase matrix of the MC6 ice cloudmodel for particles with an effective radius of 800 μmat frequencies
of 10.7 and 89 GHz and at temperatures of 160 and 230 K.
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slight cold bias (�4 K on average). This, however, can be due to many reasons other than the ice cloud
property LUT.

A direct comparison of the performance of MC6 versus MC5 is shown in Figure 6. Scatterplot shows that the
MC5-simulated BTs are mostly below the 1:1 line, indicating that BT simulations are largely underestimated in
both MODIS bands 29 and 32. To be clearer, we define the brightness temperature difference (BTD) and the
relative brightness temperature difference (RBTD) between CRTM and satellite observation as

BTD ¼ BTCRTM–BTOBS; (3)

RBTD ¼ BTD=BTOBS � 100%; (4)

where BTCRTM and BTOBS are the BTs from the CRTM simulation and satellite observation in the selected
bands, respectively.

The domain mean BTD and RBTD in band 29 are �3.9 K and �1.64% with the MC6 LUT case and �17.3 K
and �7.14% for the MC5 LUT case. The standard deviation decreases from 10.93 K and 4.04% in the MC5
case to 5.74 K and 2.36% in the MC6 case. In band 32, the above values are �2.18 K and �0.88% with MC6
and �13.0 K and �5.44% with MC5, and the standard deviation reduction is from 10.02 K and 3.84% with
MC5 to 5.7 K and 2.36% with MC6. The other MODIS bands (results not shown) also show similar reduc-
tions in the BTD and RBTD. The improvements associated with the MC6 ice model in comparison with
the MC5 counterpart can be partially attributed to the better physical and spectral consistencies that
MC6 can provide when it is used for cloud property retrieval and radiative transfer simulation involving
ice clouds.

Figure 4. Ice cloud physical and optical properties in an Aqua MODIS granule (08:00 UTC 18 October 2013) from the operational MODIS collection 6 retrieval: (a)
cloud top pressure, (b) ice particle effective radius, (c) cloud optical depth, and (d) ice water path.
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While validation of MODIS retrievals of ice cloud properties (i.e., ice particle effective radius, ice water path,
and cloud top pressure) is beyond the scope of this research, we perform a series of simple sensitivity ana-
lyses to investigate the possible impacts of errors in cloud properties. The input cloud properties are not exact
because they are derived from satellite retrievals and may contain biases. Here they are perturbed by ±5%,

Figure 5. Comparison of observed and simulated brightness temperatures from two MODIS channels in bands (a, c, and e)
29 and (b, d, and f) 32. (Figures 5a and 5b) MODIS-observed BT, (Figures 5c and 5d) CRTM-simulated BT with MC6 LUT, and
(Figures 5e and 5f) CRTM-simulated BT with default MC5 LUT.
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and the mean BTD (perturbed minus unperturbed MC6 case) is calculated for each case. A 5% bias in the
cloud retrieval products is a relatively acceptable quality threshold. Table 1 gives a summary of the results
from the sensitivity tests with the mean and standard deviation of the BTDs shown.

A ±5% perturbation in ice particle effective radius or ice water path causes similar BTD magnitudes (~0.5 K)
but with opposite signs. For example, an increased ice particle effective radius leads to a positive BTD while
an increased ice water path results in a negative BTD. Their standard deviations are also around 0.5 K, which
indicates that the BT uncertainty ranges are within 0~1 K.

Compared with the above cases, ±5% changes in cloud top pressure have larger impacts on the BTD, and a
decrease of cloud top pressure (increased cloud top height) causes a larger negative BTD than an equal pres-
sure increase. This is partially because the equal pressure changes represent unequal changes in altitude.
However, both raised and lowered cloud layer cases have similar standard deviation of 2–3 K.

3.2. Hyperspectral Simulation in the IR Region

In Yi et al. [2014b], we compared simulated BTs in the Cross-track Infrared Sounder spectral channels between
CRTM and the rigorous method. Here we compare the CRTM simulation with the AIRS hyperspectral observa-
tions using both MC6 and MC5 cloud products and LUTs.

Figure 6. Scatterplot of observed and simulated brightness temperatures with default MC5 ice optical property LUT (blue)
and the new MC6 LUT (red). (left) MODIS band 29 and (right) MODIS band 32.

Table 1. Summary of Brightness Temperature Changes in K (Relative to the Unperturbed Case) in MODIS Bands 29 and
32 for the 10° × 10° Domain in the Sensitivity Test Using MC6 LUTa

Perturbation MODIS Band 29 MODIS Band 32

Ice particle effective radius +5% 0.49 (0.52) 0.44 (0.52)
�5% �0.53 (0.56) �0.46 (0.55)

Ice water path +5% �0.53 (0.50) �0.41 (0.46)
�5% 0.58 (0.52) 0.45 (0.49)

Cloud top pressure +5% 0.81 (2.07) 0.90 (2.21)
�5% �2.78 (2.84) �3.14 (3.01)

aThe quantities in the parentheses are the corresponding standard deviation.
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One point (0.0°S, 81.91°E) of a collocated cloudy sky observation of MODIS and AIRS located within the gran-
ule described above is chosen. The MC6 cloud top pressure, ice particle effective radius, and ice water path
are 160.0 hPa, 30.66μm, and 0.81 kgm�2, respectively. The MC5 cloud top pressure, ice particle effective
radius, and ice water path are 160.0 hPa, 24.34μm, and 0.83 kgm�2, respectively. The model settings are kept
the same as the above simulation except that the viewing zenith and azimuthal angle are from the
AIRS product.

Comparisons between simulated and observed brightness temperatures from 650 to 1650 cm�1 at a spec-
tral interval of about 0.24 cm�1 are shown in Figure 7. Generally, the CRTM MC6 simulation result shows
much better consistency with the AIRS observation than the MC5 simulation in the whole spectral range.
BTDs for MC6 case are below 2 K except for the spikes, which are likely due to instrument noise or other
factors, while BTDs for MC5 are mostly over twice as large. The differences in cloud retrieval properties
between MC5 and MC6 are not substantial (except for the ice particle effective size), indicating the advan-
tage of a physically and spectrally consistent ice model (i.e., MC6) particularly for hyperspectral
radiance simulations.

Figure 7. Comparison of observed and simulated brightness temperatures using CRTM with MC6 and default ice cloud
optical properties at the longwave IR band of the AIRS instrument. The bottom plot shows the CRTM simulation minus
the AIRS observation difference.
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3.3. Microwave Channel Simulations

It is also important to validate the performance of the new MC6 ice particle model in the microwave region.
For this purpose, we collocate AMSU-A and MODIS observations on board the Aqua satellite in the same
MODIS granule described above. Because MODIS has much finer resolution than AMSU-A, all ice cloudy
MODIS pixels within a 20 km radius of the AMSU-A pixel are used in the CRTM simulation of brightness tem-
perature. Finally, the averaged BT over those MODIS cloudy pixels is compared with the AMSU-A BT. Figure 8
shows the BTDs between the simulation and observation at 54.4 and 55.5 GHz as functions of ice particle
effective radius and ice water path. The BTs at these two frequencies are well above 200 K. Thus, it is found
that the CRTM MC6 simulations match quite well with the AMSU-A observations. It is also important to note
that different ice particle models (such as MC5) and temperatures do not substantially affect the CRTM per-
formance (figures not shown) at these two frequencies. This is partially due to the fact that these ice clouds
have relatively small particle size (effective radius <60μm), whereas differences in ice optical properties are
more evident for relatively large particles (effective radius >100μm).

4. Conclusions

In this study, we improved the ice cloud optical property look-up tables (LUTs) in the Community Radiative
Transfer Model toward reducing the inaccuracy of the ice cloudy sky radiance simulation. The new ice particle
model and ice particle size distribution are the same as the respective counterparts used in the present
MODIS collection 6 ice cloud retrieval. Bulk spectral optical properties are calculated and parameterized as
functions of cloud particle effective radius and are organized as look-up tables and implemented in CRTM.
We have shown that the CRTM simulations with the new ice cloud LUTs are more accurate in a series of
case studies.

Figure 8. Brightness temperature difference between CRTM MC6 simulation and AMSU-A observation at (top) 54.4 GHz
and (bottom) 55.5 GHz as functions of ice particle effective radius and ice water path.
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A real Aqua MODIS granule with a wide range of single-layer ice cloud is selected to set up CRTM simulation.
CRTM simulations are made using both CRTM default MC5 and the new MC6 ice cloud optical property LUTs
in MODIS channels. BTs simulated by the CRTM with the new MC6-based LUT are much more realistic than
BTs simulated using the default MC5 LUT, which show a persistent cold bias. Ice cloud properties (ice particle
effective radius, ice water path, and cloud top pressure) used to simulate BTs for this validation are from
operational retrievals, a process which is subject to errors. So an error sensitivity test assuming ±5% pertur-
bations in each property is performed. It is found that errors in the ice particle effective radius and ice water
path cause similar errors in simulated BTs, while cloud top pressure errors cause much larger BT errors, espe-
cially for underestimated cloud top pressures (or overestimated cloud top heights). The better representation
of ice scattering properties provided by the MC6 ice cloud model allows for better cloud property retrievals
and thus, better BT simulations when using consistent MC6 cloud products and MC6 LUT than the counter-
parts using those of MC5.

Hyperspectral simulation results calculated by using the CRTM are compared with AIRS observations in the
range of 650 to 1650 cm�1. The new MC6 ice cloud optical property LUTs nearly eliminate the cold bias of
BTs simulated with the MC5 LUTs. Simulations of BTs in two microwave channels of the AMSU-A instrument
also show excellent agreement with observations.

This study represents one step forward toward a better representation of ice cloud optical properties within
the CRTM. We find that it is similarly important to have more accurate ice cloud property retrievals in order to
simulate brightness temperature precisely. Although noticeable improvements in the simulation of bright-
ness temperature are achieved in this study, it should be noted that large standard deviations of brightness
temperature differences between simulation and observation still exist (see Figure 6). This implies that further
investigations are needed to reduce the uncertainty of brightness temperature simulations. In particular,
additional in situ observations are necessary to gain an improved understanding of ice habits and size distri-
butions toward developing an optimal ice cloud model. More in-depth comparisons with other observational
and modeling results should be conducted in the future.
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